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Fine Merlots
Burgundy-hued boots look
sophisticated in any varietal.
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The latest fringe booties are more uptown than hoedown.
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1. Easy Street 2. Pikolinos 3. Bella Vita 4. Secret Celebrity
5. MIA 6. Earthies 7. Chinese Laundry 8. Minnetonka 9. Poetic License
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High Times

Seventies-inspired suede goes the distance in over-the-knee silhouettes.
1. Seychelles 2. Hush Puppies 3. MTNG 4. Easy Spirit
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Nashville
Network
Western styles sing
with embroidery,
braiding and fringe.
1. Dan Post 2. Laredo
3. Azura 4. Dingo 5. MTNG
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Straight Laced

Lace-up booties turn traditional into trendy.
1. Easy Street 2. Spring Step 3. Rockport 4. Mootsies Tootsies 5. Naot 6. Dansko 7. Sixty Seven
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EDITOR’S PICKS

Oysby

Seven
Dials

D E S I G N E R C H AT

Coolway

LAURA STUCKI
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PIECE WORK

Boho mee ts Soho in
chic suede patchwork booties.

What is it about cowboy boots? When
I feel a handmade cowboy boot, I am
in awe of the hours, days and months
involved in its making. Its creation is
methodical, requiring dedication and
perseverance, which I think is lost in
mass production. It also has a symbolic
meaning for me: It is a metaphor for our
ancestors’ drive to better their lives.
Who is your target customer? She is
strong, whether by helping her community or leading a company. The age
range can run from 28 to 65, depending
on her sense of achievement, style and
confidence.
Any famous people you’d like to see
wearing your shoes? It would be a combination of a young Margaret Thatcher
and Audrey Hepburn with Billie Holiday
thrown in for style and soul. As far
as today, I want to see Condoleezza
Rice, Marissa Mayer of Yahoo, Arianna
Huffington and Sheryl Sandberg of
Facebook wearing Moses Grace.

How has the reception from buyers
been to your debut? The reaction has
been very enthusiastic, especially from
Europeans. My growth strategy is not
driven by volume. It’s more important
that my shoes land in the right hands or,
better, on the right feet.
If you could change one thing about
the current fashion climate, what
would it be? I would bring more quality back into fashion. Craftsmanship
definitely has a place in the world, and
I think we will see more of it as quality
and sustainability go hand-in-hand.
Where do you like to shop? I’ve started
shopping online at Yoox. Shopbop is
good, too. I’m also saving to have some
custom boots done in Texas!
Who is your favorite designer?
Alexander Wang—he shares my love of
black. He has always been cutting-edge
in footwear; it’s a masculine style that a
female can wear and make her own.

E D I TO R ’ S P I C K S P H OTO G R A P H Y BY T I M J O N E S

LAURA STUCKI FOUND inspiration for her line, Moses Grace, from
several seemingly unrelated (and arguably unusual) sources: vintage cowboy
boots, a graveyard, her black Porsche
and a U.S. military tank. Confused?
Well, Stucki can explain.
It all began in Austin, TX. That’s
where the designer fell in love with
shoes by way of vintage cowboy boots.
“I began buying some, taking them apart and redesigning
them,” she says. Taking it a step further—pun intended—she
visited local boot makers to observe their work and see the
types of tools and leather they were using. Stucki was hooked
and decided to attend the Shoe School in Port Townsend, WA,
where she learned the fundamentals of shoemaking. After
relocating to the New York area, she continued her studies at
Manhattan’s Jewish Community Center, attending shoe patternmaking classes. After two years of studying, Stucki launched
Moses Grace this year.
As for the unique name, Stucki struggled to come up with the
perfect moniker. But it wasn’t until she was walking through
a graveyard in Maine that she stumbled upon a gravestone
marked: “Moses Grace, died October 15, 1888.” The name
struck her, and she decided to research the man, who was an
early settler with a wife and four daughters and, in spite of the
hardships of the 1800s, he lived a long life. “It is my hope that
my shoes incorporate his strength and endurance,” Stucki offers.
For her debut collection, Stucki looked no further than
her driveway for inspiration. “It was based off of my black
Porsche—its timeless beauty, sleekness, ingenuity and speed,”
she muses. Her foundation silhouette is a chunky rounded-heel
pump, but styles vary with intricate Western-inspired detailing
including fringe, tassels, straps, buckles and inlays—all in the
finest-quality black leather. Stucki makes all of her samples in
the U.S. (and scouts New York’s leather shops for her material)
before taking them to Italy where they are manufactured in
small batches.
Stucki says the inspiration for Fall ’16 comes from the M1
Abrams battle tank. “Since my college-aged son was always
interested in military design, I have been looking at tanks for
years,” she explains, noting the collection will expand beyond
black to include gray and red options. “I love the lines of the
tank, and its power and agility.” —Laurie Cone
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NEUTRAL
GROUND
Blending the Best
of Both Genders

Naked Feet oxford, Junya
Watanabe jeans, top from
Yigal Azrouël, Tibi jacket,
John Brevard ring. Opposite
page: wingtip creeper by
Pons Quintana, Elizabeth
and James jacket, t-shirt
from Alexander Wang,
Public School joggers, purse
from Rebecca Minkoff, ring
and earrings by Dior.
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Booting Up

Puffer quilting, fur linings and hardware details to weather storms in style.
1. Musse & Cloud 2. Cougar 3. Pons Quintana
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Clog Jam

Artful accents give this classic style a contemporary redux.
1. Jambu 2. OTBT 3. Cat 4. BC 5. Dansko 6. Musse & Cloud 7. Mia
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Fast & Furious

Edgy hardware and aggressive soles rev up moto boots.
1. Seven Dials 2. Cat 3. Wolky 4. Cougar 5. Bearpaw 6. Musse & Cloud 7. Sebago
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Gentleman’s Game
Sophisticated oxfords elevate the everyman’s wardrobe.
1. Naot 2. Dansko 3. Pikolinos 4. Aetrex 5. Florsheim
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Kicks Starter

Glitzy sneakers more suited for after-work cocktails than working out.
1. Secret Celebrity 2. Blossom 3. OTBT 4. Oysby London 5. Musse & Cloud
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Short & Sweet

Buckle details add a style punch to ankle booties.
1. Bruno Magli 2. OTBT 3. Secret Celebrity 4. Durango 5. Naked Feet 6. Pons Quintana 7. Cougar 8. El Naturalista
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Clockwise from top: Peter Nappi lace-up boot, wingtip by Pikolinos, Oak Street Bootmakers
oxfords, burnished brogue by Robert Graham. Opposite: Florsheim monk-strap loafers. Vintage sweater under
Modesto Bertotto blazer, trousers from Calvin Klein, vintage glasses, Uniqlo socks. Fashion Editor:
Ann Loynd; hair and makeup: Matthew Sky/Next Artists; model: Christopher K./Red Model Management.
48

THE EUROPEAN REPORT: FALL/WINTER ’16
The Fall/Winter ’16 edition of GDS in Düsseldorf,
Germany, was a study in contradictions: Traditional
cold-weather hues sat alongside shimmery metallics,
emerging niche brands were a stone’s throw away
from industry heavy-hitters, eco-friendly takes and
high-tech digital technologies were presented next
to comfortable standbys and
classic styles were updated with
contemporary twists. Overall, the
season showcased seemed empowered, inspired
and was a nod to the sometimes paradoxical spirit
of today’s man and woman—an homage to life in an
evolving, modern world. —Lauren Olsen

GDS Reflects
What’s Current
Penny loafers are a force
for the season, but they
aren’t the only thing that
has us thinking currency
exchange—burnt pennylike copper hues brimmed
all over GDS. The shade
is particularly common
in sneakers, paired with
brown laces and white
outsoles or with dark
laces and deep brown
outsoles, giving the trend
an athletic, neutral and
surprisingly adaptable
appeal.

Veja

Bordeaux is back—as are
maroon, raspberry, cherry,
wine and all of the other
shades that conjure images
of a vineyard. From runways
to the GDS booths, the fall
staple—a more vivid and
cheery, alternative to cooltemp. blacks and grays—
spans across sneakers,
pumps and boots of all
lengths in fabrications from
suede to leather.

Lilimill

Wild West
Kickers

Wine Time

Saddle up. The dusty roads of the West beckon
once more. Western boots are in classic
traditional styles, to appearances in bold
blues, to iterations updated with fun takes on
fringe. The result? A fashion mainstay, building
on success from previous seasons and likely
inspiration from the growing festival music scene
and popular Western films like Jane
Got A Gun, that feels more urban than
cowgirl-chic.

Sendra

Aquatalia

Got Milk?
Ammann of
Switzerland

Spotted across ankle boots, pumps
and sneakers, cow-print has made its
way into the season’s repertoire. It’s
a fun nod to the Western trend, and
a refreshing change from the usual
leopard, zebra and snake takes. This
is also a trend where the U.S. can
take a bit of international inspiration.
Marc Ammann, CEO of Ammann of
Switzerland, a brand who uses the
print as its signature, says that it is
actually cow-print that sells best in
countries that tend to be a little more
conservative style-wise, citing its
popularity in his native Switzerland
and surrounding countries.
Kupuri
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Lucky Penny

SPECIAL REPORT
continued from page 10
that these are disruptive times. “Everything about how we do business is
changing, and changing at a breathtaking pace,” he says. “Those who will
remain successful are the ones who are willing to adapt and embrace change.”

WEATHER WORRIES

Proceed with Caution

In a topsy-turvy world where the new normal is abnormal, the industry struggles to
get a grip on where the market is headed. By Greg Dutter

SSESSING THE GENERAL mood at the
In an industry that depends on the next season’s success regardless of the
recent round of trade shows (FFANY, GDS,
past season’s performance, wariness is to be expected. So is optimism. But
FN Platform and The Atlanta Shoe Market)
lately, a lot has been hitting the proverbial fan at once.
was like trying to corral a bunch of feral cats.
“No one is coming out of this fall feeling good about fall,” says David Kahan,
Basically, it couldn’t be done. There has been
CEO of Birkenstock USA. “Retailers are positive about the U.S., but scared
far too much market volatility and too unpreabout business overall.” And while Danny Wasserman, owner of Tip Top Shoes
dictable a world climate for anyone to feel
in New York, concurs that many of the show attendees he met at FFANY, GDS
confident about what the Fall ’16 season will
and FN Platform appeared upbeat, nearly all “complained that business was
bring. Most people don’t even know what business will look like next month.
not great.” He cited a general industry malaise where flat is the new up, and
Welcome to the new world (dis)order.
sales were down for many businesses.
Reality TV star Donald Trump as a presi“Everyone knows that the industry had a
dential front-runner? It’s like the coiffed
tough season this past fall—weather, tourist
Coolway
hair atop a mountain of uncertainty. It’s
declines, poor exchange rates, early discountalso evidence that we may be marching into
ing, etc.,” notes Tracy Smith, president of
parts unknown. The unpredictable nature of
U.S. operations of Geox. He adds that many
just about everything of late—the economy,
show attendees were talking about this being
Sebago
presidential campaigns, employment statisan election year, and uncertainty about the
tics, retail sales (or lack thereof ), runway
country’s future also affects the consumer’s
formats, fashion forecasts, MAP pricing,
willingness to spend.
weather patterns, Amazon’s impact—you
“Election years are typically not great,” notes
name it—has caused everybody to shrug and
Laura Conwell-O’Brien, executive director
say, “Your guess is as good as mine,” when it
of The Atlanta Shoe Market. Despite those
comes to predicting market trends.
headwinds, she reports the overall mood of
Dansko
The oft-heard phrase at the shows was
attendees was upbeat. “There was a great
“cautiously optimistic,” both from buyers and
energy among everyone,” she says, adding
exhibitors. It’s the phrase of the season, in fact.
that the show was sold out and buyer attenExtrafine
“Retailers, by nature, are cautiously optimisdance was up.
tic,” notes Leslie Gallin, president of footwear
Ron Fromm, CEO of FFANY, reported
for UBM, organizers of FN Platform. Yet she
an equally positive vibe among the show’s
described the overall mood of the show as
attendees, but clouds of uncertainty were
robust. “Retailers seemed bullish on finding
also prevalent, the presidential election being
the best quality and unique items,” she says,
Leading Fall ’16 trends included heavy lug soles, gender-bending
one source. It’s a “wake-up call” that reflects
noting attendance was up from new, established
silhouettes, short boots and athleisure influences.
the fact that fashion and business cycles are
retailers as well as first-timers at the show.
“being disrupted and becoming more chal“Buyers appeared cautiously optimistic,” echoes Brittany Knudson, direclenging,” he offers. He cites Burberry’s recent announcement of a “see now,
tor of marketing for Blueprint, a new comfort brand. “As we head into the
buy now” consumer-facing runway format as one example. Everything comnew year, the changes in retail versus online are having an impact,” she adds.
ing out of New York Fashion Week last month had a “flavor of confusion,” he
Nonetheless, Knudson reports Blueprint was well received at FN Platform.
says. Collective uncertainty and a changing market “could actually change a
“We were floored by the response, and we believe that our fresh new look
company’s ability to be successful,” Fromm says. “This is something everyone
must pay attention to.”
provides a new mindset to this space,” she says, noting Blueprint met with
Ed Habre, owner of the Shoe Mill chain based in Portland, OR, agrees >53
more than 150 potential customers.
10 footwearplusmagazine.com • march 2015

While major disruptions to supply chains and buying cycles may still be a
few seasons off, wacky weather is having an immediate impact on business.
A record warm fall on the heels of one of the coldest springs ever was a leading factor driving retailers’ cautious buys and new merchandising tactics.
“With fall more of a true weather-driven season, it puts even more focus on
spring,” offers Kahan. “It’s a longer retail selling window and most styles,
while weather-related, are not weather-dependent.” He notes that consumers
may buy a sandal or an open-toe wedge if
weather is okay, but they won’t buy a boot
unless its really winter-like.
Wasserman says he was on the lookout
for short boots, a less weather-dependent
silhouette. “I think that will take a lot of
the overall shoe business, and that was
my main focus,” he reports. Beyond that,
Wasserman was seeking interesting items.
“My goal was to be more selective in our
core vendors,” he offers. “Each shoe needs
a reason for being.”
“If it doesn’t look fresh and interesting,
customers will walk on by these days,” Habre
concurs. “If we want them to come into our
brick-and-mortar stores to touch and feel,
then we have to show them products that will
entice them to do so.” He says color remains
important, with rich tones and textures
giving products a higher perceived value.
And short booties look to be strong again.
Jan Brinkmann, president of Tamaris USA,
reported a similar reaction from the buyers
shopping its fall collection. “We continue
to have success with short boots,” he says,
adding that interesting details showed well
across the line, too. “Material interests, be
it laser-treated uppers and belt details or
artisanal-finished glove-soft nubuck uppers
with embellished belt details, were well
received,” he says. “Man-tailored looks with slightly elongated tapered lasts
in a city-oriented patent and patent combination uppers also showed well.”
Fromm believes that the unusual weather patterns are ushering in a seasonneutral/transitional trend where versatility is the leading design premise.
However, there’s a flipside to such versatility—namely, less reason for consumers to buy multiple pairs suitable for specific occasions. The increasingly
popular comfort and athletic categories, where Fromm says the “freshness
of those styles lasts longer” also impact frequency and replenishment sales.

There were
some silver
linings: a
growth spurt
in kids’ and a
renaissance
in men’s.

SILVER LININGS
There were some sliver linings running through the shows. A growth spurt
in kids’ and a renaissance in the men’s market are two examples. “Men’s is
a huge surprise,” reports Kahan. “We received an excellent response to our
new offerings.”
Maurice Breton, owner of the 20-plus Comfort One Shoes chain based in
the Washington, D.C., area, cited the strong showing in men’s offerings as a
welcome surprise. “The men’s casual and boot collections were some of the
most improved categories at all of the shows,” he reports. He hopes it will
spark a resurgence in men’s business. On the women’s front, Breton notes,

key vendors showed many more silhouettes featuring multiple materials (a
patent tip coupled with a nubuck upper and snake trim, for instance). “Most
of our suppliers updated classic silhouettes and recommended moving away
from older, proven uppers,” he says. “In most cases, we absolutely agreed and
are more than eager to update our assortments for fall.”
Breton’s positive outlook is indicative of the shoe industry: Despite the
myriad of challenges, optimism still carries the day. “In the end, all we can do
is look to the future, learn from what has happened and try to work together
to build a more successful season next time around,” Smith says. For Geox,
that means continued focus on its lightweight and versatile Nebula walking
collection, which will expand into women’s and kids’ for fall. “It’s a great
transitional shoe that sold extremely well right through October and into
November,” Smith reports. “The story for fourth quarter will be Amphibiox,
waterproof and breathable styles across men’s, women’s and kids’ in dress,
casual, outdoor and sport.”
Brinkmann says offering fresh designs—and retailers having an open mind
about them—can be the difference between a blah season and a good one.
He notes that those who were willing to try something new last season were
generally rewarded. “I believe that approach will become more valid going
forward,” he says. “Our industry needs to be seductive and alluring. The consumer doesn’t want or need more of the same ol’, same ol’.”
Fromm is confident that wholesalers will deliver on that premise, because
that’s historically been the case. “The footwear fashion business is amazingly
resilient and moves on to the next opportunity pretty quickly,” he says. “So
thank goodness this season is over and another season is underway.”
On the upside, difficult conditions help drive innovation. “When this industry
experiences a difficult cycle, innovation sprouts,” Fromm says. “I see next fall
as a season of opportunity. People are positive and building for the future.” •
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On the cover: Hogl lace-up boots, Alonzo
vest over Bernhard Willhelm top, Jose Duran
skirt worn as throw, Current Elliott jeans,
earrings by Marc Jacobs with Alonzo cuffs,
Laruicci choker and John Brevard ring.
This page: Slip-on wedge by Hispanitas,
platform buckled bootie by Very Volatile.
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Photographer: Joseph Pluchino;
Fashion Editor: Ann Loynd; stylists:
Edda Gudmundsdottir and Brynja
Skjaldardottir; hair and makeup:
Abraham Sprinkle/Next Artists; model:
Adriana M./ Muse Management.
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June

Joy & Mario jeweled sneakers,
suit by Dzojchen, Bill Blass shirt
and vintage lace dress, Laurel
DeWitt crown, Laruicci ring, Haus
of Topper earrings. Opposite:
Boots by Coolway, Tucker pants,
Betina Ocampo jacket, earrings
by Rachel Mulherin, necklace and
bracelet-ring from Haus of Topper,
Harrison Morgan cuff bracelet.
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Fringe Binge

Chinese Laundry wedge bootie
with INC envelope clutch.

Snake Charmers

Jean-Michel Cazabat
peep-toe sandal with TMRW
Studio duffel.

Take It or Weave It

Seychelles woven bootie with
Bed Stu vegan leather bag.

Patch it Up

Rialto block-heel bootie
with Elliott Lucca suede and
leather clutch.

FROM BAROQUE
TO BOHO, MEET FALL’S SHOEAND-BAG SOUL MATES.
BY ANN LOYND
Hot Fuzz

Charles Jourdan
fur-accented stiletto
with Kenneth Cole fur
crossbody.

Laser Show

Klub Nico suede and
leather stiletto with Furla
laser-cut crossbody.

Needle Works

Poetic Licence tapestry bootie
with Zink embroidered clutch.

Twisted Sisters

Miz Mooz braid-accented
ankle bootie with Pikolinos
bucket backpack.
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July

Knit trainers by Coolway,
top by Sandro with Kurt Lyle
suspenders and overcoat.
Opposite: All Black mesh
and leather cutout sneakers,
jacket and trousers by
Dzojchen, Tory Burch
beaded vest, Burberry hat,
Chloé sunglasses.
38

39

Pikolinos leather and
stretch-fabric sneakers,
Dzojchen overcoat and
trousers, Missoni skirt,
DKNY top. Opposite:
Knit trainers by Pazzo,
Dzojchen crushed velvet
suiting, hat by Burberry.

42
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EDITOR’S PICKS

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL
Supe r chun ky platfo rm s an dals
with fun ky c uto uts pum p up the volu me
o n a s um m e r s taple .

Musse & Cloud

Azura

D E S I G N E R C H AT

TRIPTYCH
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Gee Wa Wa

How does architecture relate to fashion
design? There are a lot of similarities.
Like with apparel, you have to use twodimensional representation to create
three-dimensional objects. For me, it was a
natural progression. I want to make shoes
that have not yet been considered. There’s
a lot of unexplored territory there.
What inspires you? Just being on the
street, especially in New York. You see lots
of movement in different forms—running,
skateboards, cycling, the train. I like to see
how objects appear when they’re in motion.
How does movement influence your
designs? The movement of the body
directly influences clothes and shoes. I’m
interested in how you can read the foot from
different angles. But it has to be practical.
Like many other New Yorkers, I need to be
able to walk the city in my shoes.
Who is your core customer? Someone
who has an appreciation for good design
and quality. My focus is making quality
product that’s sustainable—culturally and
materially. I want them to be the coolest

Swedish Hasbeens

pair of shoes in your closet.
What’s the biggest challenge facing footwear designers today? We live in a time
of disposable fashion. It makes it difficult.
I don’t think [fast-fashion brands] are my
competitors, but they impact the market
in a profound way. Independent designers need people to see the value in their
product. A lot of mass manufacturing, for
example, uses synthetic materials that don’t
biodegrade. That’s why I’m interested in
making 100-percent handmade footwear.
When my shoes reach the end of their life,
you can plant them!
What celebrities would you like to see
wearing Triptych? Tilda Swinton, Björk,
Annie Clark…and I think Madonna could
really rock my shoes.
What’s the most rewarding part of being
a designer? Every day you can make a new
discovery. There’s also a level of immediacy:
In a few months time you can understand
the possibilities of an idea coming to life.
It’s even more rewarding seeing someone
wearing one of your designs.
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AN ARCHITECT BY training,
Triptych creator Tania Ursomarzo has
always had a passion for fashion—or,
“design for the body,” as she calls it.
“When I first started learning to bench
craft shoes, I fell in love with the art
of footwear construction,” Ursomarzo
says. “With leather in particular, the
process is so complex and beautiful.”
The point of differentiation from architecture, Ursomarzo notes,
is the level of intimacy that comes with designing something that
is actually worn. Attracted by that concept, she began developing
her own method for crafting shoes after nearly two decades in the
design industry. “I was interested in the Italian method and had a
vision for my own footwear,” she says, adding, “I had prototypes,
then my own shoes and eventually realized it was too serious to
be a hobby, so that’s how Triptych was born.”
Everything about Triptych is off the beaten path, including the
name. Deriving from an old art word referring to works made
up of three elements or panels, Triptych refers to Ursomarzo’s
trifold design ethos encompassing body, material and form. For
Spring ’17, that translates into an array of slip-on constructions
featuring the brand’s signature unconventional cutouts. The palette is monochromatic in blacks, grays and neutrals. In addition,
Ursomarzo is branching into men’s with the introduction of eight
unisex sneaker styles featuring a cast-leather sole hand-stitched
to an all-leather body. “A few styles are fun and sporty with yellow
neon leather and cobalt blue and emerald suede,” she says, adding,
“I like to use leathers with character and texture. The designs are
clean and simple, but have details that make them luxe.” (Think
furry suedes and metallics.)
The Triptych name also hints to the company’s future: Ursomarzo
is currently working on bags and jewelry line extensions. “Triptych
has become the culmination of my design career [architecture,
interior design and art],” she explains. “It ties in those three elements and circles back to the art world.” —Ann Loynd
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Coolway flatform espadrilles, denim jumpsuit by Karen Millen, Hobbs London coat, vintage hat.
Opposite page: Platforms by Gee Wa Wa, for Love & Lemons bra with Levi’s overalls, Kobi Halperin coat.
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Cage Match
Ghillie sandals: the gladiator sequel.
1. Splendid 2. Seven Dials 3. Gee Wa Wa
4. Sacha London 5. Rockport 6. Bos & Co.
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Spice Market

Statement-making cayenne adds a little zest to summery silhouettes.
1. Cat 2. French Sole 3. Sixty Seven 4. Restricted
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Here’s the ’Drille

Athletic accents pump up classic espadrilles.
1. SAS 2. Sperry 3. Keds 4. Toni Pons 5. Andrew Stevens Collection 6. Seven Dials
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Pop the Cork

The nature-inspired material floats for spring.
1. Easy Spirit 2. Bos & Co. 3. Geox 4. Sacha London 5. Hush Puppies 6. Naot 7. Waldlaufer
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EDITOR’S PICKS

SIS-BOOM-BAH!
Decorat ive pom poms
a dd a ch eer y k ick t o flat s.

Fulya Cerit

Sacha London

D E S I G N E R C H AT

PERLA FORMENTINI AND
Bianca Tse, lead designers of the
new Italian women’s luxury brand,
Perla Formentini, bonded over a
shared upbringing in the shoe industry as second-generation manufacturers. “You could say shoes are
in our blood,” laughs Formentini,
adding, “We love fashion and have
always wanted to create a collection
for women like ourselves.”
The all-women team (Formentini
and Tse work with two other female designers) understands the
struggle for ladies today to balance family, work and leisure and
wanted to design a collection that could seamlessly take the wearer from one task to the next. The duo describes this woman as stylish, confident and (often) urban-dwelling between the ages of 25
and 45, or “anyone who is this age stylistically.”
The brand debuted last spring with a collection of chic flats,
heels and sandals available on perlaformentini.com and through
a tight group of boutiques. Continuing along these lines for this
fall, the brand will unveil a line of glittery booties, man-styled loafers, snakeskin pumps and block-heeled Mary Janes. Never slowing
down, Formentini and Tse are currently in development for Spring
’17, and reveal that the collection will take last year’s selection to
the next level in daring materials and playful colors inspired by
the brand’s home base in Marche, Italy. —Ann Loynd
Where do you look for inspiration? Perla Formentini: The Italian
landscape’s colors and architecture. For [next] summer, we were
inspired by the colors in the hills of the Ligurian Coast and the
chunky, colorful accessories ladies wear on the beach.
What’s your design signature? Bianca Tse: A timeless silhouette
with design details that suit a variety of occasions and wardrobes.
How is Italian design influencing the American market? BT: We
90 footwearplusmagazine.com • august 2016

Restricted

see the American market having a growing
appreciation for Italian-made shoes. While
we love the practical and sporty American
sensibility, Italian designs tend to be more
feminine and decorative. We like to fuse all
of these elements into our brand.
What is the biggest challenge facing
footwear designers today? PF: It’s not
easy to find good craftsmanship and factories nowadays. We are lucky to have our
own factories in Marche, Italy, with a deep
knowledge in shoemaking.
What do you find most rewarding? BT:
The collection is created with a variety of
design details. We find it most rewarding

when customers notice them and appreciate those elements. It’s also very satisfying when customers comment that our
shoes are very comfortable and can be
worn all day.
Who is your fashion icon? BT: Shoes are
the artistic support of daily life, and Zaha
Hadid is one of the great architects that we
draw inspiration from. PF: Amal Clooney.
What celebrities would you like to see
wear Perla Formentini? PF: Jennifer
Lawrence, Natalie Portman and Halle Berry.
What is your motto? BT: Live life, and be
fearless in celebrating femininity.
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PERLA FORMENTINI

September

Pikolinos embroidered espadrille, Nanette Lapore dress, Helen Yarmak fur. Opposite page: Wedges by Sixtyseven, Alice and Olivia jacket, Karen Millen trousers.
Fashion Editor: Ann Loynd; hair and makeup: Matthew Sky/Next Artists; model: Amanda L./Muse Model Management.
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Clockwise from top left: Daya by Zendaya caged stiletto, Toni Pons and Vidoretta espadrilles, ballet flat by French Sole,
Coolway flatform. Opposite page: T-strap rain shoe by Cougar, Scotch & Soda sweater, dress by Nanette Lapore.
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THE EURO TREND REPOR T: SPRING ’17
Text Appeal

Arrels Barcelona

In this Snapchat age, emoji-inspired footwear is going viral.
Appearing in the form of prints and patches, icons sent a loud
message on sneakers, espadrilles and bags.

Anything Goes

Jack &
Jones
No Brand

dummy

A SPOUT OF sweltering weather
in Düsseldorf, Germany, wasn’t the
only thing bringing the heat to the
recent GDS show exhibiting Spring/
Summer ’17 collections. Newness was
the buzzword among 740 exhibiting brands that debuted collections
across categories spanning couture
to comfort. The common thread?
Gender-neutral (and often unisex)
styles refused to take sides. Trends
like metallic brogues for women were
borrowed from the men, while usually female-dominated styles—such
as colorful canvas prints—were a
popular trend for guys. Of course,
some mega-sparkle was thrown in for
good measure, ladies only—for now.
Here follows a bevy of spring
trends spotted at the show—some
with mass appeal, others nicheoriented but noteworthy. And like the
multi-cultural attendance of GDS,
the diversity of looks on hand mirrors the shoe fashion world we live
in today: The unexpected just may
have real potential. By Ann Loynd

Suix Grasshopper

Fit to Print
Previously reserved for classic
checkered, the season presents
an array of canvas-printed shoes
for men. Slip-ons, desert boots
and sneakers are splashed with
graphic geometrics and even
florals.

Waldlaufer
Tamaris
Levi’s

Kiltie as Charged

Sebago

From classic loafers to
unexpected flatforms,
sneakers and heels,
the embellishment of
Spring ’17 is dapper
kiltie details.

Binné

Homers

dummy

Neon Signs

Gadea

Contemporary Art
Splashes of brightly colored
designs across footwear
canvases bring new meaning
to statement shoes. From
impressionistic to folk, Pollockapproved details found their
way onto an array of silhouettes,
including moccasins, sneakers,
heels and even combat boots.

Guy styles are bright enough to make you squint in
silhouettes ranging from Chelsea boots and chukkas to
boat shoes and even oxfords. The ’80s-era trend spans a
range of hues with lime green and bright turquoise
leading the spectrum.

Tosca
Blu

Wednesday
Whiskey

Ara

Dr. Martens
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